Boulanger M, Galiana HL, Guitton D. Human eye-head gaze shifts preserve their accuracy and spatiotemporal trajectory profiles despite long-duration torque perturbations that assist or oppose head motion. J Neurophysiol 108: 39 -56, 2012. First published March 28, 2012 doi:10.1152/jn.01092.2011.-Humans routinely use coordinated eye-head gaze saccades to rapidly and accurately redirect the line of sight (Land MF. Vis Neurosci 26: 51-62, 2009). With a fixed body, the gaze control system combines visual, vestibular, and neck proprioceptive sensory information and coordinates two moving platforms, the eyes and head. Classic engineering tools have investigated the structure of motor systems by testing their ability to compensate for perturbations. When a reaching movement of the hand is subjected to an unexpected force field of random direction and strength, the trajectory is deviated and its final position is inaccurate. Here, we found that the gaze control system behaves differently. We perturbed horizontal gaze shifts with long-duration torques applied to the head that unpredictably either assisted or opposed head motion and very significantly altered the intended head trajectory. We found, as others have with brief head perturbations, that gaze accuracy was preserved. Unexpectedly, we found also that the eye compensated well-with saccadic and rollback movements-for long-duration head perturbations such that resulting gaze trajectories remained close to that when the head was not perturbed. However, the ocular compensation was best when torques assisted, compared with opposed, head motion. If the vestibuloocular reflex (VOR) is suppressed during gaze shifts, as currently thought, what caused invariant gaze trajectories and accuracy, early eye-direction reversals, and asymmetric compensations? We propose three mechanisms: a gaze feedback loop that generates a gaze-position error signal; a vestibular-to-oculomotor signal that dissociates self-generated from passively imposed head motion; and a saturation element that limits orbital eye excursion.
eye-head coordination; orienting gaze shifts; trajectory planning THERE IS MUCH DEBATE about how coordinated eye-head gaze shifts are controlled. About a half-dozen models have been proposed, and they can be roughly subdivided into two conceptual frameworks. In models that employ gaze feedback control, the eye and head components of gaze saccades are driven by a gaze position error (GPE) signal obtained in a feedback loop that subtracts estimates of actual from desired gaze displacement (Galiana and Guitton 1992; Goossens and Van Opstal 1997; Guitton and Volle 1987; Guitton et al. 2003 Guitton et al. , 2004 Laurutis and Robinson 1986) . Feedback forces GPE toward zero, thereby compensating for internal motor "noise" and/or unexpected external perturbation in either the eye or head trajectories.
Gaze control models that do not use gaze feedback control subdivide the initial gaze error vector into specified eye and head contributions. In these models there is no updated GPE signal, but, to enable the eye to respond to changes in head motion, a head velocity signal, obtained from either the semicircular canals (Bizzi 1981; Phillips et al. 1995) or a corollary of the head motor command (Freedman 2001; Freedman and Quessy 2004; Freedman and Sparks 2000; Kardamakis and Moschovakis 2009; Kardamakis et al. 2010; Vliegen et al. 2005) attenuates the saccade burst generator. The models of Freedman (2001) and Kardamakis et al. (2010) were proposed to explain how the eye compensates for natural changes in head motion so as to generate "twin-peak" eye velocity profiles that are very different from those of head-fixed saccades.
A critical challenge for all models is to explain how the eye compensates for head perturbations that are omnipresent in daily life. The first model of gaze control by Bizzi (1981) addressed this problem by proposing that the eye saccade and accompanying head movement are of equal amplitude, and that the head's contribution to a gaze shift is subtracted out by the vestibuloocular reflex (VOR) . It was later demonstrated that this simple "linear summation" scheme is inadequate to explain eye-head gaze shifts to targets greater than ϳ40°that are unattainable by the eye alone. Furthermore, the VOR is either off or has low and/or variable gain during gaze shifts (Roy and Cullen 1998) .
Model structures that assume that a corollary of the head motor command attenuates the saccade burst generator cannot handle external perturbations to the head trajectory that decouple the head command from the actual head trajectory. Here, we examine this problem. We describe the responses of large human gaze shifts to unpredictable, long-duration torques of 500 -700 ms (longer than control gaze shifts) that significantly perturbed head motion by overriding the normal head motor command. This paradigm caused the head motor command to change relative to control as subjects attempted to counter the torque motor. Put another way, our paradigm ensured that the corollary discharge in torque trials was not the result of a normal motor command for the same head trajectory. For example, in opposing trials the head was slowed by the torque motor and subjects opposed the torque, a motor strategy that in control trials would have given a faster head movement. Therefore, in the gaze control models that rely on a corollary discharge of the head command to attenuate the saccade burst generator the stronger neck motor command in opposing trials would attenuate the saccade burst generator, but in our results the eye did the opposite and went further in the orbit to compensate for the slowed head. Indeed, we found that eye motion trajectories compensated for the torque-imposed head deviations such that 1) final gaze position was as accurate in perturbed trials as it was in control trials and 2) the gaze trajectories in control and torque trials were very similar. We argue that the gaze control system was informed online by vestibular signals-not head motor commands-about the unexpected changes to the head trajectory relative to control. We propose that differences between expected and perturbed head trajectories were monitored by a vestibular-oculomotor pathway that modified the eye trajectory so as to maintain both the gaze trajectory and its accuracy invariant.
METHODS

Subjects
Five healthy male subjects (subjects LB, JC, PH, MR, ST) participated in the experiments (mean age 33.8 Ϯ 3.8 yr). Subject LB wore contact lenses for myopic vision. Subject MR normally wore glasses, but not for the present studies. The other three subjects had normal uncorrected vision. Three subjects (JC, ST, MR) were tested with their eyes and head aligned and nonaligned at gaze shift onset, while two subjects (LB, PH) were tested only in the former condition.
Apparatus
The experimental approach and apparatus were approved by the Research Ethics Board of the Montreal Neurological Institute. Subjects sat in a chair placed inside a field-coil system that generated horizontal and vertical alternating magnetic fields (see below). The chair was positioned such that each subject's head, in the straightahead position, was approximately at the center of the cubelike coil structure. Subjects wore a fitted and very snug porous helmet-headband arrangement. The helmet was attached to a rigid, lightweight, rectangular metal frame to which a bite plate was mounted. A custom-molded bite bar adaptor was made for each subject with dental impression putty. All gaze shifts were studied with subjects "connected" to the rectangular frame via both the helmet and by biting the fitted adaptors with their molar teeth. This ensured a rigid, lightweight structure that was firmly connected to the head.
Angular horizontal head-in-space position was recorded with the magnetic search coil technique (Fuchs and Robinson 1966) . A coil of wire was attached to the headband of the aforementioned helmet. The head coil calibration was performed by having subjects align the light spot from a head-attached laser beam, with each light point in a visual array back-projected onto a translucent screen positioned 57 cm directly in front of the subject.
Movements of the right eye were measured with a video system (Applied Science Laboratories, model 501) that tracked the center of the pupil. The eye tracker was attached to the metal frame. In this system, the eye was illuminated by an infrared beam reflected off a monocular mirror and the image of the eye was captured by a solid-state camera. The mirror was positioned close to the subject's face, just in front and below the eye (mirror and optics module formed an ϳ45°angle). The mirror was rigidly attached to the frame, and its position was adjusted, prior to each experiment, to ensure that the recorded range of eye movements to the left (the direction of the gaze shifts) was Ͼ35°. The eye camera sampled eye position data at 120 Hz, and the image of the pupil was displayed on an eye monitor for calibration purposes. The eye tracker system introduced a constant transport delay of 25 ms (3 video fields at 120 Hz) into the recorded eye position, and this delay was corrected off-line by shifting the eye tracker signal in time, back by the same amount.
Before and after each experiment, an eye-in-head position calibration routine was performed by using a 3 ϫ 3, 9-point calibration grid, back-projected onto the translucent screen, with each point separated horizontally or vertically by 10°. The position of the central point of the 9-point grid corresponded to the center of the screen, i.e., our 0 reference position just in front of the head-fixed subject. For the calibration, the subject's head was centered approximately on the grid "zero" and the subject was required to fixate on each point consecutively. The associated eye-in-head position was recorded and related to the spatial location of each point.
Although we used our eye coil-in-magnetic field system to measure head movements, we did not use this system to measure gaze movements, in agreement with the recommendations of our Ethics Committee. The reason was that wearing the eye contact annular lens containing the wire coil causes discomfort and is often stressful, a situation aggravated by our protocol that required, in roughly half the experimental time, a gaze shift with the eyes' initial position offcenter, by 20°, in the orbit. Holding the eye eccentrically during many pretrial wait periods accentuates lens-induced discomfort and the risk of corneal abrasion. Overall, it was judged that a subject's concerns about the torque motor, which could impose unpredictable forced rotations of the head, should not be enhanced by other concerns about eye coil discomfort.
To make up for the lack of an eye coil signal that measured gaze position directly, we verified the accuracy of the eye tracker signal and its time shift correction by also recording horizontal eye-in-head position with the delay-free binocular electrooculography (EOG) technique, using surface electrodes on each outer canthus. Note that the eye deviation in the head-unrestrained condition rarely exceeded 35°. This was in the linear range of both the eye tracker and EOG techniques. To avoid EOG drifts over the course of the experiment, the signal was reset, at the start of each trial, by activating a built-in reset circuit with a TTL pulse as the subject's gaze was aligned with the fixation point. Drifting of the EOG signal was also prevented by having subjects sit in dim light for ϳ10 min before the experiment (in total darkness) began and returning to this light level after every trial. EOG calibration was performed by having headfixed subjects shift gaze horizontally to points back-projected onto the screen at known positions (Ϯ40°, each point separated by 10°). EOG, eye tracker, and head coil output signals were all acceptably linear within a range of about Ϯ40°. Eye and head position signals were low-pass filtered (low-pass cutoff at 300 Hz) before sampling at 1 KHz for digital storage.
To impose head torques, the rectangular frame was coupled, via a universal joint, to a vertical shaft coupled to a brushless DC servomotor (SmartMotor 2337DT, Animatics, Santa Clara, CA), itself mounted to a metal frame attached to the ceiling and placed ϳ1 m above the magnetic field coils to eliminate transient disturbances induced by the torque motor into the magnetic fields used to measure head motion. The torque motor was used in our experiments to perturb the head motion during gaze shifts of varying amplitudes (see below). An adjustable torque limiter was placed between the motor and head frame assembly. It served as an additional safety measure during head perturbation experiments by physically releasing the shaft, to which the motor was attached, from the head frame if an excessive torque was produced. With the subject in the apparatus we adjusted the head torque limiter so that a subject could easily overcome the motor's torque with a voluntary head movement, if he so chose. Finally, if the subjects felt any discomfort, they could turn off the torque motor at any time during the experiments by pressing a handheld "abort" button.
Experimental Paradigm
In all experiments, subjects were required to shift gaze in the dark in response to single visual targets that flashed for 86 ms in the horizontal plane at random eccentricities (30 -70°, in steps of 10°) and onset times (fixation durations: 2,055 ms, 2,300 ms, 2,550 ms). In gaze movements Ͻ40°the head contributed little to the gaze shift (Guitton and Volle 1987) and torque-induced head movements appeared after gaze shift end, when gaze was on target. Therefore, only results from large-amplitude gaze saccades are presented here (50 -70°), but we emphasize that subjects also performed intermingled gaze shifts of 30°and 40°and therefore were not specifically trained to make only large-amplitude gaze shifts.
Many of the gaze shifts of interest were large, e.g., 70°, and their initial position needed to be considerably off the screen center in order to stay within the linear range, say Ϯ35°, of the head coil system. This prevented us from randomizing gaze direction because changing the fixation point location would have cued the direction of the upcoming gaze shift, negating any advantage of randomizing gaze onset location. Arbitrarily, we chose gaze shifts that were always directed to the left and the initial fixation point was always at 35°to the right of screen center. Target offset location was varied. There was a further important advantage of using the same gaze shift direction: This increased subject comfort, assurance, and safety given that subjects could better overcome, voluntarily and quickly, the torque motor if they knew ahead of time the direction of their head movement.
A trial began with the laboratory lights turned on for 750 ms, to prevent subjects from dark adapting. The lab light was then turned off, and the red fixation point was presented for the random periods stated above. During this time the subject acquired fixation and adjusted his head position-either centered on the fixation point or offset from it-as explained in the following paragraph. When the fixation point was turned off, the target flashed briefly such that all gaze shifts were made in total darkness to the remembered location of the flashed target. Thus subjects never received visual or verbal feedback on their performance on either gaze accuracy or gaze trajectory invariance, the latter the surprising observation in the present data set.
The initial head position was established as follows during the fixation period that preceded a gaze shift to a target. At the same time that the fixation point appeared, a head-mounted laser beam came on, informing subjects to quickly align their head with a blue head alignment bar back-projected onto the translucent screen. In the "eye-head aligned" condition, the head alignment bar and the fixation point were both projected 35°to the right of the Earth-fixed zero. Visual target onset and fixation point and bar offsets occurred simultaneously and served as a cue to initiate a gaze shift. Subjects were also tested with the eyes and head not initially aligned ("eye-head nonaligned" condition). In this version of the task, subjects were asked to align their head with the head alignment target located 55°to the right of the straight-ahead position (screen 0) as they gazed at the same red fixation point that was used during the "eye-head aligned" condition (i.e., 35°to their right). By doing so, gaze shifts of the same amplitudes, but initiated with different eye-in-head and head-in-space positions, could be compared.
The effect of initial eye-in-head position on eye-head coordination during head-free gaze saccades of large amplitudes has been considered previously (Becker and Jürgens 1992; Freedman and Sparks 1997; Goossens and van Opstal 1997; Stahl 2001; Volle and Guitton 1993) , but no study has perturbed head motion in-flight during the "nonaligned" condition. In the nonaligned condition the eyes, at gaze shift onset, were deviated in the head to the left of orbital center by 20°, i.e., toward the target, prior to the gaze shift onset, and by definition the head was initially directed 20°to the right (away from the target) of the initial fixation point. This initial condition challenged the gaze control system by narrowing the range over which the eyes could move in the orbit. Indeed, the maximum orbital position reached by the eyes during large-amplitude gaze shifts-the oculomotor range (OMR)-is not determined by a mechanical limit but rather depends on the attainment of an orbital position whose limit (or saturation) is defined neurally (Guitton and Volle 1987) . Head movements initiated from more eccentric positions relative to the torso's center line reach higher accelerations and contribute more to the redirection of gaze even if the initial eye position is centered in the head (reviewed in Fuller 1992; Zangemeister et al. 1981) . The nonaligned condition required that the head be an even greater contributor to gaze redirection. Furthermore, head movement latency with respect to eye movement latency was also decreased (compared with the eye-head aligned condition).
Because the initial position of the head in nonaligned trials was offset to the right by 55°from the screen center, we ensured before a subject was tested that the head coil operated in its linear range by rotating the coil, on the headband, by 10 -15°to the left of the head center line and comparing its output with a potentiometer mounted on the freely rotating shaft of the silent torque motor.
Each subject was tested on average in four sessions on four different days. The first session started with a familiarization routine in which the subject first turned the head frame by hand to flashed targets while the torque motor was activated. This served to reassure the subject, demonstrate that the torque motor could be easily counteracted, and familiarize the subject with the equipment and with making gaze shifts in the dark to targets of different offsets and with different initial eye and head positions. The subject then inserted his head into the frame and made about nine practice trials in the dark to the 30°, 50°, and 70°target offsets, with and without an applied torque in the aligned condition. This gave one practice trial to each of the three targets in the no-torque control and in the assisting and opposing torque conditions, respectively. We ran the nonaligned trials on a different day and also provided nine practice trials for this condition before formal testing began. In all practice trials the experimenter stayed in the experimental room to reassure the subject and ensure that he was comfortable. These practice trials were only run before the first session for each of the aligned and nonaligned conditions, respectively, irrespective of the total number of later sessions with the same condition. There were no practice trials on the remaining days. On any given day, subjects performed ϳ150 test trials during which the head was subjected, on random trials, to a torque-induced deviation (see next paragraph).
Subjects were free to move their head as much as they wanted, no specific instructions were given to them regarding movement speed, and, most importantly, we emphasize again that no visual or verbal feedback was provided at the end of a trial regarding the accuracy or time course of any gaze trajectory. Subjects were informed that on a random subset of trials (ϳ66%) a torque motor would be turned on that would either speed up (ϳ33% assist) or slow down (ϳ33% oppose) their head movements during gaze shifts of any amplitude. The head was perturbed for all target offsets: 30°, 40°, 50°, 60°, 70°. They were specifically told not to change their gaze shifting strategy during perturbed trials and to keep redirecting gaze toward the target as they did during control trials (i.e., in a continuous and smooth fashion). Constant 500-ms torque pulses of 0.21 Nm (ϭ 30 oz/in.) were used to perturb head motion. In one subject, 700-ms torque pulses were also used in the "nonaligned" condition. For perturbed trials, the torque motor was programmed to automatically turn on when the head exceeded a velocity criterion of 8°/s. This velocity criterion was chosen so that the head perturbation occurred early in the trial to perturb gaze during the high-velocity, saccadic eye portion of the gaze shift, i.e., in the time interval during which VOR suppression is thought to be maximal Guitton and Volle 1987; Pélisson et al. 1988) . The torque motor imposed prominent long-duration deviations in head trajectory relative to control, without ever nulling or reversing the intended head velocity.
The onset and offset of all events (room light, fixation point, head alignment bar, visual target, laser, and torque motor) and data acquisition and storage were controlled by a real-time data-acquisition system (REX) (Hays et al. 1982 ) running on a QNX operating system.
Data Analysis
Horizontal eye and head position were sampled at 1 kHz and imported to MATLAB (MathWorks) for further off-line analysis. Off-line, the eye and head channels were further low-pass filtered (MATLAB, zero-phase digital filter, 60 Hz, 10 dB/octave) This is in keeping with the recommendations of Bahill et al. (1981) and Harris et al. (1984) for the accurate measurement of peak velocity in head-fixed saccades. For our experiments, 60 Hz is a conservative value because for our large (Ͼ50°) gaze shifts the time from saccade start to peak eye deviation was more than four times that of head-fixed saccades of the same amplitude (see Fig. 2 ). Thus all our saccades were slower than head-fixed saccades of the same amplitude and should contain less power at 60 Hz. The rapid onset and finishing transients of a head-fixed saccade determine its "high-frequency" (60 Hz) energy. By comparison, saccades made with head unrestrained also contain less energy at the higher frequencies because the end transients are weaker, as Fig. 2 (eye traces) shows. Furthermore, the torques applied to the head did not contain abrupt high-frequency transients as would happen if the head were braked by a friction clutch. Indeed, the motor's torque was applied to a subject's head via a safety device that released if the step of constant torque was too abrupt such that it accelerated the head too rapidly. Thus we predicted that the eye traces in our paradigm could be filtered at Ն60 Hz without altering their profiles. Figure 1A compares, for one control trial, the eye tracker and EOG eye position signals filtered with different cutoff frequencies. (In this example, the eye movement pattern is the classic pattern found in head-unrestrained gaze shifts that we discuss at length in Figs. 2-4.) Figure 1A shows, importantly, that the EOG and tracker signals superimpose almost perfectly and that filtering the eye trajectories as low as 30 Hz provides a faithful representation of the real eye trajectory. Figure 1B shows that the nonfiltered eye tracker and EOG signals in the control, assisting, and opposing trials were identical. Finally, Fig. 1C shows that these same traces filtered at 60 Hz were also identical in shape to each other and to the nonfiltered signals; filtering only removed the noise. Any small deviations between traces are likely due to the fact that the EOG was conjugate, the mean of two eyes, while the tracker was monocular.
Eye position in space (gaze) was calculated off-line by adding the calibrated eye and head position signals (gaze ϭ eye-in-space ϭ eye-in-head ϩ head-in-space). The filtered position signals were differentiated digitally to obtain velocity and acceleration traces. Gaze and head movement onsets and offsets were identified as the point when a velocity threshold of 20°/s was crossed. To compare results from the three different conditions-assist, control, and opposetraces were aligned on gaze shift onset. Mean gaze, head and eye position, velocity, and acceleration traces were then computed, along with their corresponding standard deviation. The latter is displayed in some figures as a shaded envelope surrounding the mean trace (see RESULTS) . A minimum of 15 trials were used to compute the mean traces, and any records with multiple-step gaze shifts were not included in the calculation of an average trajectory. This meant that for subject MR no mean trajectory could be calculated for the opposing condition. The onset of perturbation-induced changes in head trajectories was defined as when head acceleration traces in perturbation trials departed from control by 1 standard deviation (e.g., the traces in perturbation trials leave the shaded control envelope in Fig. 2 , bottom).
RESULTS
General Qualitative Features of Perturbed Trajectories
For head-unrestrained gaze shifts of amplitude less than ϳ40°, the head contributes little to the gaze trajectory. Hence, we focus here on larger gaze shifts and we begin by describing their general characteristics in the control and perturbed conditions.
Eyes and head initially aligned. Figure 2 shows 70°gaze shifts performed by subjects JC, ST, and MR in the "aligned" condition in which gaze shifts were initiated with the eyes and head initially aligned with the fixation point at 35°to the right of the screen center line. Here, the initial eye-in-head position of the measured eye was zero. The top three traces in each column show gaze (G), eye (E) and head (H) trajectories, aligned with their respective velocities below. The bottom trace in each column shows head acceleration. Control (blue), assisting (black), and opposing (red) data are all aligned on gaze shift onset determined with a 20°/s velocity criterion. The torque perturbation lasted for 500 ms, which, depending on the subject, was between 75% and 125% of the duration of the control gaze shift. Subjects JC and ST were typical of four of our five subjects and produced very stereotyped head, eye, and gaze trajectories in each of the three conditions. Accordingly, we show in Fig. 2 , A and B, respectively, their mean trajectories overlaid with shaded envelopes representing 1 standard deviation. These subjects illustrate the full range of gaze control strategies we measured in all subjects save subject MR. The eye, head, and gaze trajectories of the other two subjects (PH and LB) are not presented here because they were similar to those of subjects JC and ST. However, the data from subjects PH and LB were included in the analysis and presentation of all population responses (e.g., Fig. 4 and Table 2 ).
Subject MR (Fig. 2C ) showed head trajectories similar to the other subjects, but his ocular responses to the opposing head perturbations were different from the other subjects in that they appeared as irregular trajectories, because these gaze shifts were often composed of two steps that differed from trial to The data presented in this report were recorded with an eye tracker. Here we validate this technique by showing that the eye tracker position traces were identical to that obtained with the EOG eye recording technique. A: all traces are from the same eye movement taken from a typical control trial. The measurement technique and filter properties are shown to left of traces. Note that filtering as low as 30 Hz does not change the characteristics of the trace. Furthermore, the eye tracker and EOG traces are virtually identical, thereby validating the reliability of using the eye tracker signal in our experiments. B: comparison of the raw eye tracker and EOG signals in the control (blue), assisting (black), and opposing (red) conditions. C: comparison of the eye tracker signal and the EOG signal both filtered at 60 Hz in the control (blue), assisting (black), and opposing (red) conditions. Note excellent superposition in all conditions. trial. Hence, for this subject in the opposing condition we show examples of individual trajectories, not means. The ocular responses in subject MR could be related to the fact that he wore glasses in everyday life and had developed a limited oculomotor range (MR did not wear his glasses during the experiments). If subject MR has a small oculomotor range, it is legitimate to ask, however, why he made double steps in opposing trials but not, say, in control trials. We do not know the answer to this but suggest the following argument: In our studies of the cat (an animal with a small oculomotor range) multiple-step gaze shifts were found frequently, and they occurred preferentially when the animal's head movements were slow, a condition similar to the opposing trials here.
Across subjects, the head position (H), velocity (Ḣ ), and acceleration (Ḧ ) profiles resembled each other in a given torque condition, indicating a stereotyped response of the head to the torque motor, despite the lack of feedback to the subject on his performance. Not surprisingly, the head moved faster and slower than control in the assisting and opposing torque conditions, respectively. The head acceleration trace provides some insight into a subject's response to an applied torque. Consider, for example, the response of subject JC ( Fig. 2A,  bottom left) . In all three conditions, subject JC initiated a head movement in the direction of the intended gaze shift. In the opposing condition the torque motor overcame the initial voluntary motor command and reduced the target-directed head acceleration (vertical arrow 1 on red trace, Fig. 2A , bottom left); the subject soon overcame the opposing torque and reaccelerated the head toward the goal (vertical arrow 2). The remaining head trajectory was characterized by a positive and oscillatory acceleration profile until peak head velocity was attained, followed by a deceleration phase to zero velocity once gaze was on goal. Note that when the torque pulse ended (right vertical dashed line, Fig. 2A ) the head reaccelerated, suggesting, as expected, that the subject had been countering the torque motor since about the time of arrow 2.
The head acceleration trace in the assisting condition (black trace, Fig. 2A ) shows analogous mechanisms. Here the head acceleration rose quickly, and it is difficult to discern the moment at which the torque motor augmented the "voluntary" motor command. However, the moment when the subject overcame the torque motor and reduced the head acceleration is clear (arrow 3, Fig. 2A ). Note that arrows 2 and 3-the assumed times of onset of a motor command countering the motor-coincide in time. These head responses could be due to reflex mechanisms and/or voluntary motor commands. Also, our previous modeling studies (Galiana and Guitton 1992; Prsa and Galiana 2007) suggest the involvement of feedback loop effects. We consider these mechanisms in DISCUSSION. In subjects JC and MR gaze landed on goal before the head came to rest, but in subject ST the eye, head, and gaze movements stopped at about the same time. Two characteristics of the gaze trajectories in Fig. 2 are worthy of emphasis: 1) final gaze accuracy was not different from control across all conditions and subjects and 2) the gaze trajectory deviated much less from control than the eye or head trajectories themselves from their own control condition. This was particularly evident in the assisting condition as seen by the overlapping bands in the control and assisting gaze trajectories for all three example subjects. In contrast, in all subjects the gaze trajectory appeared less invariant, relative to control, in the opposing condition. As mentioned above, this was particularly true in subject MR. The invariance of gaze accuracy and trajectory throughout the different torque conditions is studied more quantitatively in subsequent sections.
The invariant accuracy and trajectories of perturbed gaze shifts relative to control were ensured by complex movements of the eyes in reaction to the unexpected deviations in head trajectories in the three different torque conditions. The onset of the eye and head movements were, as reported in many previous publications, closely synchronized. Thus, for a velocity threshold of 20°/s for both eye and head, the eyes preceded the head in control trials by 67 ms (Ϯ22 ms, all 5 subjects).
The eye-in-head displacements were always well within the usually accepted limits (40 -50°) of the human OMR (Guitton and Volle 1987) . For example, for the aligned trials in all subjects, save subject MR, the mean peak eye-in-head position during 70°gaze shifts was about 32°, 26°, and 38°for control, assisting, and opposing trials, respectively (Table 1) . Soon after reaching a maximum eye-in-head position, an ocular counterrotation phase began during which the eye moved in a direction opposite to that of the head and the initial eye saccade. Interestingly, this eye counterrotation was initiated even though the gaze was still relatively far from its intended final position, e.g., for subject JC 25°, 32°, and 21°short of the target in control, assisting, and opposing trials, respectively. During this eye counterrotation the head continued its course toward the target, and so did the gaze trajectory. Thus the maintenance of an invariant gaze trajectory occurred during a substantial period of time in which the eye was moving in the head in a direction opposite to the ongoing gaze trajectory. This intriguing property of the gaze control system has been described in previous experiments on nonperturbed gaze shifts (humans: Guitton and Volle 1987; monkeys: Tomlinson and Bahra 1986) .
Eyes and head initially nonaligned. Figure 3 shows 70°gaze shifts performed by the same subjects as in Fig. 2 -subjects JC, ST, and MR-in the "nonaligned" condition. Here, gaze shifts were initiated with the eyes looking at the fixation point but deviated 20°in the orbit in the direction of the target, and by extension the head deviated 20°from the fixation point, away from the target. This configuration limited the possible peak amplitude of an eye saccade because the eyes were closer to their saturation position in the orbit than in the aligned condition. Again the eyes and head were closely synchronized: In the control condition for subjects JC and ST the eyes preceded the head by 24 ms (Ϯ4 ms), and in subject MR (Fig.  3C ) the eyes lagged the head by 81 ms (Ϯ12 ms).
For the assisting conditions in 70°gaze shifts, when the eyes and head were nonaligned, the mean peak eye position deviation in the head for subjects JC and ST was ϳ29°(Table 1) Therefore, given that the eye started at 20°this means that the overall amplitude of the eye rotation, in the direction of the gaze shift, was only ϳ9°and thereafter in JC and ST the eye quickly reduced its contribution to the gaze trajectory in order to compensate for the increased head contribution. This phenomenon was most striking in subject MR, who had little or no initial saccade toward the target when the torque assisted head motion in the nonaligned condition (Fig. 3C) . Indeed, in assisting trials subject MR's initial eye movement, after a latency of 132 ms (Ϯ31 ms), was an immediate counterrotation in the direction expected of a VOR, but, remarkably, MR's resulting gaze trajectory was similar to that seen in the control condition where the eye movement pattern was quite different. Therefore, despite the use of different eye movement strategies across subjects, a common observation was the maintenance of the same gaze trajectory in the assisting and control conditions (to be quantified in a subsequent section).
In opposing trials, the eye needed to rotate further in the orbit, toward the target, in order to compensate for the reduced head contribution. In this condition subject MR generated the smallest first saccades of all our subjects, and these were followed by an eye counterrotation and then a second saccade, a frequent motor strategy that led to double-step gaze shifts (Fig. 3C, top) . Therefore, MR's gaze trajectories compared with other subjects deviated more strongly from control in opposing trials (red traces, Fig. 3C ), a phenomenon also seen in the aligned condition (Fig. 2) . The other subjects generated bigger saccades than subject MR in opposing trials, but their gaze trajectories were also less well preserved, relative to control, than in assisting trials.
In Figs. 2 and 3 a torque pulse lasted 500 ms and, in all trials, ended before gaze shift end. We show in Fig. 4 the results from a block of trials with subject JC in which we increased the torque duration to 700 ms in the nonaligned condition, arguably the worst-case scenario for maintaining trajectory invariance. In this condition subject JC moved quickly and terminated his gaze shifts well before torque end, but the essential conclusions of Fig. 3 were conserved.
In summary, for all subjects the effects of the torque motor on the head trajectories appeared qualitatively similar in both the aligned and nonaligned conditions. A complex pattern of eye movement, including important counterrotations relative to the head, compensated for head trajectory perturbations such that 1) gaze end point accuracy was preserved across all conditions and 2) the gaze trajectory in the assisting condition, but less so in the opposing condition, was much less perturbed than the head trajectory and closely invariant relative to the Fig. 3 . Typical movement trajectories for 70°gaze shifts in the nonaligned condition for same subjects as in Fig. 2 . As in Fig. 2 all trials started with gaze on the fixation point situated 35°to the right of screen center given by G 0 . The only difference here is that each trial started with the head deviated 20°to the right of fixation, i.e., 55°to the right of screen center given by H 0 . Consequently the eye, looking at the fixation point, was deviated 20°to the left of its orbital center (E 0 ). See Fig. 2 for further explanations. Values are means Ϯ SD of subjects LB, JC, PH, and ST (total no. of observations in parentheses) for mean peak eccentric eye-in-head position reached by the eye during gaze shifts of 50°, 60°, and 70°in the control (C), assisting (A), and opposing (O) conditions. Negative sign indicates positions left of orbital center in direction of gaze shift.
control gaze trajectory. We quantify these properties in the following sections.
Quantitative Analysis of Gaze Accuracy
To express gaze accuracy quantitatively, we calculated gaze error in each trial by subtracting final gaze position-measured with the 20°/s criterion-from target amplitude. Gaze errors were then normalized with respect to target amplitude (50°, 60°, or 70°). The distributions of normalized gaze errors are presented in Fig. 5A for the aligned condition (5 subjects; no. of trials: control ϭ 415, assisting ϭ 400, opposing ϭ 367) and the nonaligned condition (3 subjects; no. of trials: control ϭ 174, assisting ϭ 174, opposing ϭ 165). All six distributions are closely centered around zero (means in aligned condition: control ϭ Ϫ0.01 Ϯ 0.06, assisting ϭ Ϫ0.01 Ϯ 0.05, opposing ϭ Ϫ0.01 Ϯ 0.05; means in nonaligned condition: control ϭ 0.0 Ϯ 0.05, assisting ϭ 0.0 Ϯ 0.05, opposing ϭ 0.0 Ϯ 0.05). Quantitative analyses confirmed that gaze accuracy did not differ across conditions (t-test, P Ͻ 0.05). From these results, we calculated that Ϯ2 standard deviations Ϸ Ϯ0.1, so that across all conditions gaze landed within about Ϯ10% of the goal on 95% of the trials. This was true irrespective of whether statistical analyses used pooled data from all subjects or each subject's data were analyzed separately. Note also that final gaze position in perturbed trials could be reached before the torque motor was turned off or before a final head posture was achieved. This latter point was particularly clear in subject JC, who received 700-ms torque perturbation in the nonaligned condition (Fig. 4) .
The data on gaze accuracy presented in Fig. 5A were replotted for each subject to investigate whether performance varied as subjects became more and more familiar with the task, i.e., as a function of trial number and session. Figure 5B shows the data from subject JC plotted as a function of trial number in his first and last sessions of the aligned and nonaligned conditions, respectively. Each point in a panel is the mean of the normalized gaze errors across targets at 50°, 60°, and 70°in the assisting, control, and opposing trials. Subject JC was as accurate during the first 20 trials of the first session as he was during the last 20 trials on the final test day (t-test, P Ͻ 0.05). This was true for all subjects tested for this effect (P Ͻ 0.05). Recall that subjects did nine practice trials to three target offsets before the first formal experimental session started on the first day of testing for each of the aligned and nonaligned conditions (see METHODS). These practice trials amounted to less than one trial for any one target offset and were not included in Fig. 5B because the subject was not required to perform accurately but only to become familiar with the apparatus. Recall that experimental conditions were such that learning was minimized because, in both practice and formal trials, gaze shifts were made in the dark by non-darkadapted subjects who received no visual feedback on their performance (METHODS). Thus we suggest that practice had no significant effect on gaze accuracy.
Given that gaze accuracy remained excellent and independent of the different torque conditions and of the different initial eye and head positions, it is evident in Figs. 2-4 that identical target locations were acquired by gaze saccades composed of different eye-in-head and head-in-space positions at gaze end. Notably, for a given target offset, all points should lie close to the regression line, E/H ϩ H/S ϭ E/S ϭ constant, where E/H ϭ eye-in-head, H/S ϭ head-in-space, and E/S ϭ eye-in-space ϭ gaze. To illustrate this formally, the E/H and H/S positions at gaze shift end are plotted in Fig. 5C (note that 0 ϭ screen center) for two target offsets, 50°and 70°, in the aligned (left) and nonaligned (right) conditions respectively (color codes as in Figs. 2-4) . Results from 60°trials did not differ. Data from all subjects were included in this figure, but each subject, when plotted separately, yielded similar results. The points for a given gaze amplitude lie on a straight line E/H ϩ H/S ϭ constant, and we conclude that gaze shifts of the same amplitude were accomplished with a wide range of different eye and head positions at gaze end. As expected from Figs. 2 and 4, the head contributed more to gaze saccades if the eyes were located to the right of orbital center (positive values on the x-axis) when gaze landed on target (black symbols in Fig. 5C ). The opposite occurred on opposing trials (red symbols in Fig. 5C ), i.e., the head contributed less to total gaze displacements and the eyes tended to reach positions to the left of orbital center (negative values on the x-axis). It is also apparent from Fig. 5C that the eyes seldom ended in orbital positions more eccentric than ϳ35-40°.
In summary, we have so far shown that when long-duration torque perturbations are applied to head movements, gaze accuracy is maintained between control and perturbed trials despite 1) a head motor command in a torque trial that most likely is quite different from what it would be for a control trial with a similar trajectory and 2) the finding that for a given gaze shift amplitude the eyes and head can assume an infinite number of possible positions at gaze end. Taken together, these two results appear incompatible with independent eye and head gaze control models (Freedman 2001 
Quantitative Analysis of Gaze Trajectory Invariance
We saw in Figs. 2-4 that the deviations in gaze trajectories, relative to control, appeared qualitatively minimized throughout their time course, particularly during assisting trials. This gaze trajectory invariance was implemented by eye trajectories that changed relative to their control state so as to compensate for the head trajectory perturbations. This property of gaze control differs remarkably from the responses of reaching arm trajectories subjected to force field perturbations (e.g., Osu et al. 2003) in which there are important initial arm deviations from the control trajectory that are minimized with practice and visual or verbal feedback.
While a direct analogy between the limb and gaze control systems is not evident (see final section in DISCUSSION), it is relevant here to ask whether gaze trajectory invariance was achieved only after some practice. Following Osu et al. (2003) we compare in Fig. 6 , for our three example subjects JC, ST, and MR (Figs. 2-4) , the first three assisting and three opposing trials with the mean of all control trials for 70°gaze trajectories in the aligned condition. Recall that subjects were tested with random target presentations (30°, 40°, 50°, 60°, or 70°) and perturbation conditions, such that, for example, the first three 70°gaze shifts with assisting torques were in reality not the very first three trials of the first experimental session; rather, they were the first three trials for this 70°condition. Figure 6 shows that 70°gaze trajectories were closely invariant and similar between the first and last sessions, particularly in the assisting torques; the important head trajectory Fig. 5 . Gaze accuracy, effect of practice, and eye and head contributions for the aligned and nonaligned conditions. The data for 5 subjects making 50°, 60°, and 70°gaze shifts were pooled. A: distributions of normalized gaze errors (see text) for control (top), assisting (middle), and opposing (bottom) trials. The taller colored histograms show the distribution of errors in the aligned condition. Superimposed on the latter histograms are white contours that illustrate the distributions of errors for the nonaligned condition. Note that mean errors are very close to zero. B: mean normalized gaze error across 50°, 60°, and 70°gaze shifts in the assisting, control, and opposing conditions as a function of trial number for typical subject JC. The data show that gaze error was stable and did not change, either with increasing number of trials or between the first and last test sessions. C: eye and head contributions to 50°a nd 70°gaze shifts for all subjects and conditions. Measures on eye and head trajectories were taken at a time when 95% of a gaze shift was completed. Each linear regression line in a panel shows that a target-directed gaze shift of either 50°or 70°could be made with very different combinations of individual eye and head contributions. For example, for the 70°line, the sum of eye and head positions at gaze end ϭ 70°no matter whether the trials were in the control, assisting, opposing, aligned, or nonaligned conditions. Color code as in Fig. 2 . E/H, eye-in-head; H/S ϭ head-in-space. Fig. 6 . Practice does not affect gaze shift accuracy and trajectory characteristics. Data for each subject making 70°gaze shifts in the aligned condition were selected from the data set used to make Fig. 2 . We show here the first and last 3 trials that a subject performed in the entire experimental program stretching over 4 sessions, each with a grand total of ϳ150 trials to targets between 30°and 70°in each of the assisting, control, and opposing conditions. Note for each subject that gaze trajectories were as similar to control (blue line) in the first and last trials. deviations were always compensated by eye motion. To quantify this mechanism, we compared the amount by which gaze and head trajectories, in control, assisting, and opposing trials, respectively, deviated from the mean control values. There are two types of gaze trajectory errors one can calculate: the "unsigned" (absolute) error and the "signed" error. The former is the total area between a given trajectory and the mean control trajectory. Any area between the trajectories is assigned a positive value, irrespective of the side on which the trajectories pass relative to each other and whether or not they cross each other. The latter, "signed" error, is the net area between the trajectories if positive and negative signs are assigned to rightward and leftward positions of the perturbed trajectory relative to the mean control trajectory. The unsigned error is a measure of the average "noise" level in the perturbed trace, while the signed error is a measure of whether the perturbed trajectory deviates more to one side or the other of the control trajectory.
As emphasized by Fig. 6 , in our data a perturbed gaze trajectory was always to one side or the other of the mean control trajectory and, indeed, the trajectories very rarely crossed each other. Therefore, we evaluated the level of gaze trajectory invariance by calculating the "signed" error. In particular, for each trial in the assisting, control, and opposing conditions, we subtracted the time course of a gaze trajectory from that of the mean control gaze trajectory for that subject in the period between gaze shift start and end. We did the same for the head trajectories relative to their control. This gave us the time course of gaze and head trajectory deviations relative to mean control gaze and head trajectories, respectively. We then computed the mean gaze (head) trajectory deviation by normalizing to mean control gaze (head) amplitude for each trial and pooled the results for gaze shifts of amplitude 50°, 60°, and 70°. Results of these analyses are presented in Fig. 7 , A-C, in which the histograms of gaze deviations relative to the mean control gaze trajectory and the histograms of head deviations relative to the mean control head trajectory are shown above and below, respectively, the illustrated horizontal planes in each panel. By definition, the mean of the histogram for control trajectories lies on the zero of the x-axis.
Head. With regard to the torque-imposed head deviations from the mean control head trajectory, the distributions in the assisting (black) and opposing (red) conditions were clearly significantly different (P Ͻ 0.001) from each other in the A: aligned condition; data from all 5 subjects pooled. B: nonaligned condition; data from subjects JC and ST pooled. C: nonaligned condition; data from subject MR. Fig. 7A ; 5 subjects pooled) and nonaligned (inverted histograms in Fig. 7B , 2 subjects pooled; inverted histograms in Fig. 7C, subject MR) conditions. The distributions of head deviations were also significantly different from the control distribution in the assisting (P Ͻ 0.001) and opposing (P Ͻ 0.001) conditions. Interestingly, in each subject and in each of the aligned and nonaligned conditions, the mean head trajectory deviation (undershoots) from the mean head control trajectory in the opposing trials seemed consistently greater than the overshooting deviations in the assisting trials. To test this observation quantitatively, the data from all subjects and conditions were pooled (aligned ϩ nonaligned) and we compared mean assisting head deviation from control ϭ Ϫ8.9 Ϯ 5.0°(SD) (n ϭ 556) with mean opposing head deviation from control ϭ 11.2 Ϯ 4.7°(n ϭ 496). Neglecting the signs of the means, we found a significant difference between them (P Ͻ 0.001).
aligned (inverted histograms in
Gaze in aligned condition, pooled 50 -70°gaze shifts. It is clear by visual inspection of Fig. 7A (data pooled across 5 subjects for 50 -70°gaze shifts) that the perturbed gaze trajectories in the assisting and opposing conditions deviated far less from control than the head trajectory distributions in the same condition. This is supported by comparing means (assisting trials: gaze, Ϫ0.9 Ϯ 3.1°vs. head, Ϫ9.1 Ϯ 5.5°; opposing trials: gaze, 2.8 Ϯ 3.9°vs. head, 11.8 Ϯ 4.7°; P Ͻ 0.001).
In control trials the mean deviation from the mean control trajectory was, of course, 0°(SD ϭ 2.1, n ϭ 387). By comparison, in the assisting condition the mean (ϮSD) gaze deviation from the mean control gaze trajectory was Ϫ0.9 Ϯ 3.1°(n ϭ 387), a small ϳ1°difference that emphasizes the excellent compensation by the eye for the head perturbations.
[This difference was still significant (P Ͻ 0.05), presumably because of the large number of experimental observations.] For the opposing trials the mean gaze deviation from mean control gaze trajectory was ϩ2.8 Ϯ 3.9°(n ϭ 335). Again, this was a small deviation, slightly larger than for the assisting condition and also significantly different (P Ͻ 0.05) from the control distribution.
Gaze, nonaligned, pooled 50 -70°gaze shifts. For the nonaligned condition, we show separately the combined data of subjects JC and ST (Fig. 7B ) and subject MR (Fig. 7C) . This is because in assisting trials subject MR's behavior differed from the other subjects in that he generated ocular counterrotations in the orbit, opposite to gaze motion, rather than eye saccades in the direction of head motion (Fig. 3C ). Despite these different subject-dependent motor strategies, the data showed the same phenomena as in the aligned condition and with the same statistical outcome. Thus the means of the distribution of gaze trajectory deviations from the control gaze trajectory, for the assisting trials (subjects JC and ST pooled: Ϫ2.5 Ϯ 2.4°; subject MR: Ϫ0.3 Ϯ 2.87°) and opposing trials (subjects JC and ST pooled: 4.4 Ϯ 2.7°; subject MR: ϩ5.1 Ϯ 3.9°), were much less (P Ͻ 0.001) than the means of the distribution of head trajectory deviations from the control head trajectory for the same conditions, assisting trials (subjects JC and ST pooled: Ϫ8.5 Ϯ 4.0°; subject MR: Ϫ8.7 Ϯ 1.8°) and opposing trials (subjects JC and ST pooled: 9.5 Ϯ 3.8°; subject MR: 11.1 Ϯ 6.1°).
Arguably the most intriguing observation in the nonaligned condition was for subject MR's assisting trials, in which the deviations of gaze trajectories from control were surprisingly small and insignificant (P Ͻ 0.05) despite the fact that gaze shifts were implemented entirely by the unique combination of head movements and oppositely directed VOR-like ocular counterrotations. Notably, subject MR was the only subject in which the assisting head trajectory perturbations were, statistically, completely compensated by eye motion. By comparison, MR's gaze trajectories in the opposing trials were multisteps, and we did not analyze them further.
Comparison between aligned and nonaligned conditions. The results so far have shown that in both the aligned and nonaligned conditions eye motion systematically compensated for head trajectory perturbations. However, compensation was worse in the opposing trials particularly for the nonaligned condition. Indeed, in the opposing conditions (for those subjects that participated in both the aligned and nonaligned experiments: JC, ST, and MR), the mean pooled gaze trajectory deviations from the control gaze trajectory were greater in the nonaligned (4.59 Ϯ 3.07°) compared with the aligned (2.77 Ϯ 3.86°) condition. The difference between these means was statistically significant (P Ͻ 0.001).
To summarize the above analyses, we saw that the invariance of the gaze trajectory relative to control in both the assisting and opposing trials, though significant, was remarkable in being much more robust than that of the head. However, of the two opposing and assisting conditions, the gaze trajectory deviated more from control in the former.
Effects of practice. Although subjects received no feedback on their performance, it is possible that with practice a subject might have become more relaxed in the apparatus, resulting in, for example, reduced neck cocontraction or other unknown effects. We therefore examined whether the invariance of gaze trajectory changed with time as the number of trials increased. Figure 8 , A (aligned) and B (nonaligned), show that for our example subject JC this clearly was not the case, as suggested by Fig. 6 : For both the assisting and opposing conditions, the mean gaze trajectory deviation in the first five trials of session 1 was similar to that in the last five trials of the first and final sessions (P Ͼ 0.05). As suggested by Figs. 6 and 7, similar results were found for all other subjects tested. Thus for all subjects the gaze accuracy (Fig. 5B ) and trajectory deviations from control (Fig. 8 ) did not change with practice, either within a day of testing or between the first and last test sessions.
Quantitative Analysis of How the Eye Compensated for Head Perturbations
We have seen that to maintain gaze accuracy and gaze trajectory invariance across the different torque-induced head trajectories, it was necessary for the eye to follow quite complex trajectories (Figs. 2-4) . Two characteristics can be used to quantify the eye trajectory: eye position at gaze shift end and peak eye position after the initial saccade. To maintain gaze accuracy it is necessary, by definition, for the eye position at gaze shift end to occupy a wide variety of eye-in-orbit positions so as to compensate for the large variations in head position at gaze end. This phenomenon is illustrated in Fig. 5C . We now consider gaze trajectory invariance, which, in our experiments, was our most novel observation.
Interestingly, we found that the quality of gaze trajectory invariance depended on torque direction. Indeed, head motion in assisting torques was better compensated than in opposing torques. To maintain invariant gaze trajectories (Figs. 6 -9) , four of our five subjects behaved similarly: To help reduce the deviations in gaze trajectories relative to the control trajectory, the peak amplitude of their eye deviation in the direction of the target varied inversely with the magnitude of the head's contribution. We assume that the gaze trajectory deviations were greater in the opposing torque condition because the eye reached a saturation position in the orbit and was unable to implement a complete compensation for the head perturbations. In Fig. 9 , we investigate this ocular saturation effect (for all subjects save MR) by showing quantitatively how the eye amplitude was affected by torque-induced changes in the head trajectories. Subject MR was an exception because his peak eye deviations in the direction of gaze were small and even nil in the nonaligned condition, where he did not generate targetdirected eye movements in the assisting trials (Fig. 3C) . Because of his different strategy, subject MR is not considered in this analysis.
To study the ocular compensation phenomenon quantitatively, we needed first to take into account the well-known fact that the peak deviation of the eye in the orbit (in the direction of head motion) increases as gaze amplitude increases and tends to a saturation value (Guitton and Volle 1987) . This result was confirmed here for all conditions (aligned: subject JC, Fig. 9A ; 4 subjects, Fig. 9D ; nonaligned: subject JC, Fig.  9G ). To separate the dependence of eye amplitude on head velocity (required here to study gaze trajectory invariance) from that of eye amplitude on gaze amplitude we sought to measure the former dependence in a context where the latter dependence was weak. Accordingly, we measured the amplitude of the initial eye displacement during two ranges of gaze amplitude, 45-53°(8°wide) and 65-75°(10°wide), chosen to be at the low and high ends, respectively, of the overall gaze amplitude range. (The 8°and 10°widths are ϳ7% of the mean gaze amplitude in each range.) The ranges are indicated by the two shaded vertical columns in Figs. 9, A, D, and G. We then plotted for example subject JC the normalized eye displacement (ϭ actual/mean, see Table 2 for means), in the two ranges, respectively, versus concurrent head velocity (ϭ mean head velocity in the period from gaze onset to peak eye deviation). The points in Fig. 9B come from the left shaded column in Fig. 9A , while those in Fig. 9C come from the right shaded column in Fig. 9A . It is clear for subject JC that there was a continuous, smooth inverse relationship, for each gaze amplitude range, between peak eye amplitude and concurrent head velocity across the opposing, control, and assisting con- Fig. 8 . Gaze and head trajectory deviations from their mean control trajectory, as a function of trial number and session number, show that performance does not improve with practice. Data from typical subject JC in both aligned (A) and nonaligned (B) conditions. Evolution of gaze and head trajectory deviations, with trial number, are shown at top and bottom for each session. Data from the first (left) and last (right) sessions are presented separately. Horizontal dashed lines in all panels indicate "zero" deviation from control. Diamonds, assisting trials; squares, opposing trials. All movements are to the left, defined as negative; therefore, overshoots to left in assisting trials are negative. ditions, respectively. However, there was no clear indication of an eye saturation effect-at low head velocities-for either large-amplitude range (Fig. 9, B and C) . This was also true for the pooled data from the other four subjects as shown in Fig. 9 , E and F, taken from individual data points of which only the means are shown in Fig. 9D . The data in Fig. 9 , D-F, are noisier because each subject had his own strategy and effective compensation. Note that the Freedman (2001) model can predict these results only if it assumes that a vestibular signal, not a corollary of the head motor command, is used as a measure of head velocity. Figure 9 , G-I, show the data from subject JC in the nonaligned condition (data from subject ST were similar; not shown). In this condition the eye at gaze shift onset was closer to saturation. The data points, plotted in the same format as in the other panels, do not suggest a clear saturation in eccentric eye position for the small-amplitude gaze shift range (Fig. 9H) , most likely because we did not produce low enough head velocities. However, for the large-amplitude range (Fig. 9I) there is a suggestion of a soft saturation for mean head velocity about Ͻ125°/s. The largest normalized eye deviation of subject JC in Fig. 9I , in the opposing trials of the nonaligned condition (blue dots), was 1.6. Given that the mean control eye deviation (Table 2) . Delta Eye norm is plotted as a function of overall gaze amplitude (Ϸ target offset angle). The shaded vertical columns indicate the 2 ranges of gaze amplitude in which the data points were used to determine whether eye amplitude is related to head velocity. B, E, and H: eye amplitude data within the leftmost shaded gray columns in A, D, and G are plotted as a function of mean head velocity during eye saccades (concurrent head velocity, see text). C, F, and I: same as B, E, H, but eye amplitude data taken from the rightmost shaded gray columns in A, D, and G. Data from subject JC are presented in the aligned (A-C) and nonaligned (G-I) conditions, and data pooled across 4 subjects (JC, ST, LB, PH) are shown for the aligned condition in D-F. Color coding as used throughout: black, assisting; blue, control; red, opposing. In I, there is the suggestion of a noisy "soft" saturation: The red dots are clearly not on the visually expected line through black and blue dots. Values are mean Ϯ SD (no. of sessions in parentheses) maximum eye-inhead displacement (i.e., saccade amplitude) for each subject in the control condition for mean 70°(range ϳ65-75°) gaze shifts. Values were obtained by taking the mean of the maximum eye saccade amplitude obtained in each session. These peak amplitude values were used to normalize the eye displacements shown in Fig. 9 (see text) . Note that subjects PH and LB only participated in the aligned experiments; n.a., not applicable. of this subject for 60 -70°gaze shifts was 34°, this implies that his peak eye deviation was 54°, a value close to the mean oculomotor range, 53 Ϯ 2°, measured in six subjects by Guitton and Volle (1987) .
Taken together, the panels in Fig. 9 show that, across all subjects (save subject MR) in all torque and alignment conditions, the maximum eye-in-head deviations in the direction of the gaze shift were systematically influenced by the torqueinduced changes to the head trajectories: For a given gaze amplitude, slower and faster head movements led to eye deviations of larger and smaller amplitudes, respectively, but there was no clear evidence for a sharp saturation position in eye position.
Stereotyped Final Head Position
Figures 2-5 showed that the torque motor caused the head to deviate substantially and consistently from the control trajectory. Thus neck reflexes did not quickly return the head to its control trajectory as required in the gaze control model of Freedman (2001) . However, once the torques were removed, the head returned to a fixed position, albeit via a modified trajectory from control, either continuing in the same direction (e.g., subject JC opposing trials) or changing directions (e.g., subject JC assisting trials). Put another way, after torque offset, for a given gaze amplitude the head attained its equilibrium position by smooth "corrective" trajectories from either overshoot or undershoot positions.
We now examine how final equilibrium head position depended on gaze amplitude (target offset) for different torque conditions. Three regression lines are provided for subject JC in Fig. 10 for the different torque conditions. The y-axis shows final head position in screen (Earth) coordinates where 0 represents straight ahead of the subject and negative values to the left. For a given gaze shift amplitude, final head position was fairly stable and similar across the control, assisting, and opposing torque conditions. Extending these observations to all subjects, we found that of the 45 aligned cases analyzed (5 subjects ϫ 3 amplitudes ϫ 3 conditions), 76% (34/45) showed no significant difference in the equilibrium head position across conditions (P Ͼ 0.05). Similarly, in the 27 nonaligned cases analyzed (3 subjects ϫ 3 amplitudes ϫ 3 conditions), 70% (19/27) showed no significant difference. It follows that final head position varied linearly with gaze shift amplitude under all three conditions (Fig. 10A) , irrespective of whether the head was aligned (bottom x-axis) or not (top x-axis) with the fixation point at gaze shift onset. The slopes of the regression lines between final head position and gaze amplitude (Fig.  10A) were not significantly different from one another for any of the subjects for all conditions (P Ͻ 0.05). A similar observation was made for the regression lines between final eye-in-head position and gaze shift amplitude ( Fig. 10B ; 22/24 or 92% of cases, P Ͻ 0.05).
Note also that the final head position undershot the goal of the gaze shift, the latter indicated by the dashed unity line at 45°slope in all of the torque conditions (Fig. 10A) , and, by definition, that the eye-in-head position at the end of the head movement was in most trials deviated in the orbit in the direction of the target (Fig. 10B) . By adding corresponding points in Fig. 10, A and B, for a given intended gaze shift, one retrieves the correct gaze position at the end of a head movement (i.e., gaze ϭ head-in-space ϩ eye-in-head). Recall from Fig. 5 that there was no significant difference in gaze accuracy across subjects and conditions (P Ͻ 0.05). Similarly, the mean gaze error at head movement end across all subjects was Ϫ1.1 Ϯ 0.3°and Ϫ1.7 Ϯ 0.3°for the aligned and nonaligned conditions, respectively (P Ͻ 0.05).
It has been suggested that final head position is determined by an equilibrium position in neck muscle innervations (Bizzi et al. 1976) , determined before gaze shift onset and unaffected by the type of perturbation. However, our experience with gaze control models suggests that this behavioral outcome might also be accomplished, without preplanning, by gain elements in nested loops (e.g., Galiana and Guitton 1992 ).
DISCUSSION
We have described the responses of large human gaze shifts to unpredictable, long-duration (500 -700 ms, often longer than control gaze shifts) assisting and opposing torques that significantly perturbed head motion by overriding the normal head motor command. In our paradigm, subjects made gaze shifts in the dark to previously flashed targets on the left at five possible locations and with three types of torques-assisting, control, and opposing-all randomly interleaved. Subjects never received visual or verbal feedback on their performance. We found that the eye compensated for the head perturbationsoften with long-duration VOR-like counterrotations-giving relatively invariant gaze accuracy and trajectories between the control and perturbed trials. Our observations were consistent across all trials, even early trials (Figs. 5, 6) where subjects had very little practice.
Our paradigm caused neck motor responses to change relative to the control condition because subjects attempted to counter the torque motor (see head acceleration traces in Figs.  1 and 2) . Put another way, in trials where head motion was perturbed, the overall head motor command-the sum of the voluntary command plus reflex mechanisms-differed from what it would have been to generate a head trajectory similar to the perturbed one but without an imposed external torque. Furthermore, even if the voluntary command stayed the same in control and perturbation trials-and head trajectory adjustments were ensured by reflex mechanisms not part of the corollary discharge-the voluntary motor command would still not predict the actual head trajectory. Thus, within the context of gaze control models in which the saccade burst generator is attenuated by a corollary discharge of the head motor command (e.g., Freedman 2001; Kardamakis et al. 2010) , our paradigm ensured that any corollary discharge in torque trials-be it from the voluntary command alone or from the sum of voluntary and reflex mechanisms-could not predict the resulting true head trajectory and therefore could not modulate the eye saccade command appropriately. For example, in opposing trials the head was slowed by the motor and subjects opposed the torque, generating a motor command that would have given a faster head movement had the head not been impeded. In the model structures proposed by Freedman (2001) and Kardamakis et al. (2010) , a stronger head motor command means the eye saccade burst generator is more attenuated, with the result that the saccade is slower. However, in our results (Fig. 1 ) the eye did the opposite: In opposing trials the ocular peak velocity was higher than in control trials, as if the burst generator output was less attenuated or even facilitated. This mechanism permitted the eye to compensate for the head trajectory perturbation by going further in the orbit, to compensate for the slowed head, thereby helping to maintain gaze trajectory invariance. The same arguments apply to the assisting trials.
The combined saccadic and VOR-like compensatory responses of the eye movement in perturbation trials are what one would predict if they were due to vestibular and/or gaze feedback control in which one moving platform, the eye, compensated for a perturbation-induced trajectory change in the other, the head. In the next section, we consider some gaze-related VOR mechanisms.
State of VOR During Gaze Shifts
Many studies have explored the functional state of the VOR during a gaze shift by comparing the size of the perturbationinduced head deviation to the size of an associated, if any, eye correction. If the eye fully compensated for the head perturbation, the putative VOR gain was assumed unity. In cases in which the eye did not respond to the head perturbation, the VOR gain was presumed null. Responses of the gaze control system to mechanically induced head trajectory perturbations have been studied in several conditions: 1) brief (Ͻ100 ms) torque pulses during saccades with or against intended head motion (monkey: Cullen et al. 2004; Freedman et al. 1998; Sylvestre and Cullen 2006; Tomlinson 1990; Tomlinson and Bahra 1986; human: Laurutis and Robinson 1986) ; 2) sinusoidal torques at 10 -14 Hz (Tabak et al. 1996) ; 3) head brakes that immobilized the head for 50 -400 ms (cat: Matsuo et al. 2004; monkey: Choi and Guitton 2006, 2009; humans: Guitton and Volle 1987) ; 4) increases of head inertia (Coimbra et al. 2000; Gauthier et al. 1986; Lehnen et al. 2003 Lehnen et al. , 2008 Lehnen et al. , 2009 ); and 5) passive head-on-body rotations during orienting saccades (Pélisson et al. 1988 ).
From these studies there emerged a complex story, which for our purpose is arguably best discussed in the context of the Cullen et al. (2004) study in monkeys (their Fig. 11 ): For opposing brief head perturbations during 60°gaze shifts, the putative VOR drive to the eye is reduced maximally about halfway through the movement, but peak suppression varies from 20% to 80% of the head movement depending on the individual (as in Guitton and Volle 1987 for human subjects). By comparison, in assisting trials, there is less VOR suppression. These results of Cullen et al. (2004) , who used very brief (20 -30 ms) torque pulses, imply relatively invariant gaze shift trajectories between assisting and control trials but less invariance in opposing trials. Thus the observations of Cullen et al. (2004) are consistent with the present results in human subjects who were subjected to much longer-duration torques.
The conservation of gaze accuracy is in line with previous studies of gaze control during head perturbations, but gaze trajectory invariance and its dependence on perturbation direction are controversial. Indeed, a problem with assuming that the effects of head perturbations on the eye are due to the VOR is that the VOR-carrying PVP cells in the vestibular nucleus (VN) are thought to be silent during gaze shifts (Roy and Cullen 1998) . How then can a brief head movement perturbation during a gaze shift have any effect on the eye, and, even more intriguing, how can the effect depend on whether a torque pulse assists or opposes head motion? This is discussed below.
Gaze Accuracy
We showed here that complex eye movement patterns compensated for important long-duration modifications to head movement trajectories with the result that final gaze accuracy was maintained with very different eye and head positions at gaze end (Fig. 5) . Can existing gaze control models explain these observations? As mentioned in the introduction, some papers have proposed separate feedback controllers for the eye and head, each driving their platform to a specific end point (Freedman 2001 (Freedman , 2008 Kardamakis et al. 2010; Phillips et al. 1995) . These approaches incorporated the mechanism that the VOR, via PVP cells, is deficient during saccadic gaze shifts Roy and Cullen 1998) . In the independent eye-head model of Phillips et al. (1995) , head perturbations are compensated to preserve gaze accuracy by increasing the gain of the VOR as gaze error decreases. In the separate eye and head control models of both Freedman (2001 Freedman ( , 2008 and Kardamakis et al. (2010) , the eye burst generator is attenuated by the head motor command. In addition, Freedman (2001) proposed that neck reflexes adjust the head trajectory and compensate for brief head perturbations. The Freedman-Kardamakis-type models cannot compensate for our long-duration torque motor drive, which decoupled the head trajectory from the head motor command. Furthermore and importantly, none of the models that propose separate feedback controllers for the eye and head can achieve a given gaze-end position with an infinite combination of eye and head movements as we showed in Fig. 5C .
Gaze accuracy can be explained simply by assuming that gaze displacement is controlled by a feedback system in which both eye and head motor systems together contribute to produce a gaze motor error command that is driven to zero (e.g., Galiana and Guitton 1992; Prsa and Galiana 2007) . Notably, gaze feedback control can ensure accuracy even if the eye is counterrotating at gaze end, as seen routinely during large normal gaze shifts (human: Guitton and Volle 1987; cat: Guitton et al. 1990; monkey: Phillips et al. 1995; Tomlinson 1990) and in the present perturbation trials, especially in the nonaligned assisting condition and in subject MR. Gaze feedback control can also ensure gaze accuracy with multiple combinations of eye and head positions at the end of the gaze saccade. Furthermore, during large eye-head gaze shifts the eye frequently achieves an eccentric position saturation in the orbit (e.g., at ϳ35°) and stays there for tens of milliseconds and often rolls back slowly until gaze gets on target, at which point the eye counterrotates to stabilize gaze during any subsequent head motion, i.e., the VOR seems switched back on with a unity gain when gaze error ϭ 0 (e.g., human: Guitton and Volle 1987; monkey: Tomlinson 1990) . Finally, only gaze feedback control can generate a head movement that compensates for a perturbation to the eye trajectory, as observed by van Opstal and Goossens (2007) . Neurophysiological observations also support gaze feedback control (see introduction): 1) Neurons throughout the superior colliculus carry a gaze position error signal Guitton 2006, 2009; Matsuo et al. 2004) . 2) Short-lead and long-lead "burst" neurons, classically thought to command eye saccades, fire during control and perturbed gaze shifts with a frequency proportional to the sum of eye and head velocity (Cullen and Guitton 1997; Sylvestre and Cullen 2006) ; the head velocity component must be removed by other signals at the level of the ocular motoneurons. 3) omnipause neurons (OPNs) pause for the duration of gaze shifts, not the eye-in-head saccade component, even if the eye is immobile or counterrotating while gaze is still moving toward the target (Paré and Guitton 1998) . Such results are incompatible with separate eye and head control models, which do not encode gaze error (with the exception of Phillips et al. 1995 , who use gaze error to titrate the VOR).
Gaze Trajectory Invariance
Here, we found in all subjects that gaze trajectories tended to be invariant relative to control, particularly in assisting trials, despite prominent long-lasting head trajectory perturbations. Subject MR was a striking example: In the control trials of the nonaligned condition, his initial eye movement was a small saccade in the same direction as the head (Fig. 2C) . In most assisting trials, the saccade component disappeared and the eye only counterrotated to maintain gaze trajectory invariance. This counterrotation in subject MR suggested a VOR with gain Ͻ 1, but perhaps this "VOR-centric" interpretation is oversimplified, as considered below in this section.
We found that gaze trajectories in the opposing condition were not as invariant relative to control as were assisting trials. Other studies have described directional asymmetries in how eye trajectories compensate for short-lasting perturbations to the head trajectory (e.g., Cullen et al. 2004; Tomlinson 1990 ). As considered above, Cullen et al. (2004) evaluated the VOR gain throughout 60°gaze shifts by comparing the responses of the eye to brief assisting and opposing torque pulses to the head in three monkeys. They reported that the VOR gain is maximally attenuated at ϳ50 -100 ms into 60°gaze shifts. In two monkeys, peak attenuation was about the same in the assisting and opposing conditions, while in the third animal the peak VOR attenuation was about twice in opposing trials compared with assisting trials, hence less gaze trajectory invariance in opposing trials. These results are similar to ours, and therefore asymmetric compensatory effects are found in both humans and monkeys.
In the present experiments it is tempting to assume that trajectory invariance was a controlled quantity because, even though we did not specify how the target should be acquired in any trial type, the eye traveled through complex trajectories to compensate for head motion and ensure time-invariant gaze trajectories. The idea that certain features of a gaze trajectory should be controlled is not novel. Human subjects can voluntarily generate slow or fast head-unrestrained gaze shifts (Guitton and Volle 1987) . By comparison, in large gaze shifts made with the entire body, eye-head-trunk-foot, there are long segments of constant gaze velocity (Anastasopoulos et al. 2009 ), suggested by the latter authors to be a controlled variable.
To maintain gaze trajectory invariance in gaze shifts larger than the oculomotor range (greater than ϳ40°as in the present experiments) with a fully active VOR, as in Bizzi (1981) , is not a possibility since gaze could not reach the target (Guitton and Volle 1987) . Furthermore, since the VOR-driving PVP cells are relatively silent through part of a gaze shift (Roy and Cullen 1998) , they cannot support gaze trajectory invariance. Nevertheless, it seems unrealistic to assume that vestibular information can be transiently ignored in gaze control. Vestibular signals are known to be high pass and tuned for such short-lasting events as head bumps. Therefore, we propose, as in Tabak et al. (1996) , that vestibular information is always available but processed via different sensory-motor processes. To maintain gaze trajectory invariance across control and perturbed conditions it is necessary for the brain to maintain a measure of errors or deviations from a desired performance. Gaze feedback models use a gaze position error signal obtained from the difference between desired and actual gaze positions. Such models can ensure gaze accuracy, but they cannot ensure gaze trajectory invariance when the head is moved through fast or slow trajectories (Galiana and Guitton 1992) . Indeed, we found that gaze position feedback alone cannot provide a mechanism for gaze shift invariance; it will only provide weak and incomplete compensation. This is because in a gaze feedback loop the gaze error is too slow to influence trajectories immediately; any changes due to perturbations are fed back as gaze motor error and undergo filtering during subsequent projections into eye and head pathways. Put in more technical terms, gaze position feedback is a low-pass system and would produce late and inadequate corrections for perturbations in the time span of a saccade; it is the bandwidth of the perturbation information that is crucial, not the reference coordinate system. Hence, simple gaze feedback alone will produce variable gaze shift trajectories with unexpected perturbations.
By comparison, vestibular signals are known to be high pass and tuned for such short-lasting events as head bumps. Hence, to explain gaze trajectory invariance, we predict a role for vestibular signals during gaze saccades, rather than the current assumption that they have no influence just because many PVP cells in the VN pause during gaze shifts. (Even some PVPs contralateral to the saccade direction show small bursts.) Other cell types in the VN, such as VO cells, are not suppressed during gaze saccades (Roy and Cullen 2004) . VO cells are an obvious candidate for corrections to gaze trajectories because their vestibular information reflects head velocity deviations from expected values (Roy and Cullen 2004) . VO cells respond to the difference between actual and planned head movements and project to the cervical spinal cord. Here we speculate that VO or VO-like cells might also project to the eye saccade generator circuits to modulate their discharge and drive eye movements that compensate for head trajectory perturbations to maintain gaze trajectory invariance. In principle, the head velocity content of VO signals can add a fast correction pathway during gaze saccades. This is a testable assumption that needs to be verified anatomically.
In summary, we do not suggest that minimizing deviations from the control gaze trajectory is the actual strategy of the gaze control system, since it implies that a control trajectory needs to be stored for reference. Instead, we predict that the same apparent result can be achieved by comparing expected to actual head velocity (available from VO cell responses) at all times.
We think the lesser gaze trajectory invariance in the opposing conditions could be attributed to the limited range of eye motion in the orbit. When the head is decelerated, the eyes can fail to compensate fully because they are driven by feedback loops toward a position saturation. Hence, depending on concurrent eye deviations in the orbit, head perturbations cannot always be compensated, resulting in gaze trajectory perturbations (e.g., as in Guitton and Volle 1987) and asymmetries between assisting and opposing perturbations Sylvestre and Cullen 2006; Tomlinson 1990 ). These are particularly evident in the present results for the nonaligned condition in which initial eye position was closer to its eccentric orbital saturation. However, although asymmetric compensatory effects appear to be the norm in the literature, we found no clear evidence of a strong eye position saturation in our data (Fig. 9) , although there was evidence of deviations from a linear trend with a "noisy" plateau (Fig. 9, C, F, and I) . However, other mechanisms should be explored.
It is of course highly relevant to ask why the gaze control system might favor trajectory invariance. We speculate that this could aid in maintaining gaze accuracy and/or facilitate visual perception, particularly during large gaze shifts that have much longer duration than head-fixed saccades.
Comparison to Limb Movement Control
Both limb control and gaze control systems require coordination of multiple moving platforms to achieve a goal; all have been studied with mechanical perturbations and share concepts such as feedback control and the use of plant models in feedback loops (Todorov and Jordan 2002; reviewed in Diedrichsen et al. 2010; Scott 2004; Shadmehr et al. 2010 ). In the limb system a novel force field applied to a handheld manipulandum during two-dimensional arm reaching initially causes important deviations to arm-hand trajectories and changes in end-point accuracy (Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi 1994; reviewed in Scott 2004) . After numerous (Ͼ500) practice trials, the movement returns to its initial spatial trajectory with velocity profiles of normal shape but different magnitude. The properties of gaze shifts are quite different: Without either visual or verbal feedback on their performance or specific instructions, all of our subjects could preserve gaze accuracy and trajectory without practice, even in the first few trials or with torque durations that exceeded saccade duration. This observation suggests that perturbing the hand in a reaching movement is not an appropriate analogy to the present experiments in which we perturbed the head, not gaze. Arguably a more relevant comparison comes from studies of feedback corrections to mechanical perturbations of the upper limb in which perturbations are applied to a subject's shoulder or elbow or both during a reaching movement (e.g., Kurtzer at al. 2009 ). In the latter study, long-latency, long-loop "reflexive" feedback corrections reflect knowledge of multijoint dynamics. By analogy, gaze trajectory invariance could simply result not from a "kinematic plan independent of dynamical conditions" (e.g., Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi 1994) but, as suggested in the previous section, from adjusting eye trajectories with concurrent visual-vestibular information, such as found on VO cells in the VN (McCrea et al. 1999; Roy and Cullen 2004) . Admittedly, the delays and slower dynamics of proprioceptive signals in limb movement may not allow the fast adjustments found in gaze control. Nevertheless, drawing analogies between gaze and limb control may be of mutual benefit. 
